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Fortran and NAG 
Introduction 
Fortran is the main language used for scientific 
computer programming. The language is the 
subject of an international standard and there have 
been a number of revisions over the years. The 
largest number of programs are written in the 
version known as Fortran 77. A more recent 
standard is Fortran 90 and there is a Fortran95 
revision of this. Fortran 90 has a number of 
facilities not found in Fortran 77 whilst the 
differences between Fortran 90 and Fortran 95 are 
fairly minor. 

On the Networked PC service, the Salford Fortran 
system can handle programs written in any of the 
versions of Fortran as well as providing a windows-
type interface which can be convenient for 
developing and testing small or medium-sized 
programs. 

Details of using this system are in Guide 100: 
Using Fortran on the Networked PC service. 

If you prefer a command-based interface like Unix 
or if your program is larger or more demanding of 
computational facilities you can use the academic 
UNIX service, either at a workstation or one of the 
time-sharing machines, altair, mira or procyon.  

All of these use the Solaris operating system and 
have separate compilers for Fortran77 and 
Fortran90/95. It is however recommended that you 
use the Fortran90/95 compiler for all Fortran 
programs as Sun are discontinuing support for 
Fortran77. 

If your program is particularly demanding 
computationally or large in memory size, you may 
need to use the high performance computing 
service called the hal cluster. It is possible to write 
programs to use more than one processor in 
parallel.  

You need a separate registration for each service. 
Please enquire at the IT Service Desk about 
registration for the high performance service, and, if 
you are not already registered, for the general 
academic UNIX service. 

The NAG subroutine library of numerical routines is 
available on all ITS UNIX servers. 

The rest of this document describes the NAG 
library. Use of Fortran on ITS UNIX systems is 
described in InfoSheet 89 and on the Networked 
PC service in Guide 100. 

Using libraries 
The Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) subroutine 
library is a collection of over one thousand routines 
coded in Fortran for the numerical solution of 
problems in areas such as roots of equations, 
numerical integration and differentiation, differential 
equations, curve fitting and statistics. 

These are not interactive programs; they are library 
subroutines. You write a Fortran program to call the 
routines you need in the way that suits your 
problem.  

There are two versions of the library, one ofr 
Fortran77 and a slightly smaller version for 
Fortran90. It is however possible to call the 
Fortran90 version from a Fortran77 program. 

Why use the NAG library? 
Why use a subroutine library if you have to write a 
program anyway? You probably have deep 
knowledge of your subject area as well as 
programming skills. You probably do not have the 
knowledge needed to get the best possible 
answers using the finite arithmetic of the computer. 
Programming for this can be tedious and can divert 
your attention from your original problem. Using a 
reliable library like NAG will not relieve you of the 
tasks of identifying your problem and picking a 
suitable method to solve it but will make reasonably 
sure that you get the best numerical result possible.  

What is in it? 
The full description of each routine is in the NAG 
library manual at 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/its/local/nag/flsol19da/NA
Gdoc/fl/html/mark19.html 

You can probably find enough information to decide 
which routine to use in the introductory guide. This 
is in a white plastic-backed book in the same place. 
You should also look at the User’s Notes. Paper 
versions are also available in CM131 (Fortran77) 
and the IT Service Desk (Fortran90). 

Books  
There are two books which you might find useful. 
The NAG Library: A Beginner's Guide by Jen 
Phillips, introduces the use of the library to 
newcomers. It assumes that you are reasonably 
familiar with Fortran77 and that you are able to 
write down a mathematical description of your 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Documents/Guides/100FortranNPCS.pdf
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Documents/Guides/100FortranNPCS.pdf
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Durham/HighPerformance/
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/index.htm
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/HighPerfRegistration.pdf
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/index.htm
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/index.htm
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/index.htm
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Registration/index.htm
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Documents/InfoSheets/89Fortran.pdf
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http://www.nag.co.uk/
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problem. It does not assume anything else. You 
can borrow a copy of this from IT Service Desk. 

A more mathematical book is, Numerical Methods 
in Practice using the NAG Library by Tim Hopkins 
and Chris Phillips. This is available in the University 
Library under the 519.6 classmark. 

How to use the NAG library 
Once you have decided which routines to use, you 
need to write a program. The best approach is to 
start with a small test program and build up from 
there. If a large program with many features 
produces wrong results, it can be very hard to track 
down the problem.  

The manual has an example program for each 
routine. These are printed in a system-independent 
form and can be difficult to type without making 
mistakes. On each system, there is a command to 
make a copy of the example program into your 
current directory. It also copies the data file if one is 
needed, compiles the program and runs it.  

You will probably want to remove the other files, 
but the example program can form the basis of 
your program. You could adapt it as needed or 
copy parts of it into your program. 

There is more information about using the NAG 
library in InfoSheet 89: Using Fortran on UNIX. 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Documents/InfoSheets/89Fortran.pdf
http://www.dur.ac.uk/ITS/Help_and_Info/Documents/InfoSheets/89Fortran.pdf
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